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Clusters of self-interstitial atoms (loops) are commonly observed in the microstructure of irradiated met-
als. These clusters can be formed directly in high-energy displacement cascades or by growth as a result
of interaction between individual self interstitials. The majority of these clusters have features of glissile
dislocation loops and migrate by fast one-dimensional glide. In this paper, we present results of a system-
atic molecular dynamics (MD) study of reactions involving glissile interstitial loops. By the example of
bcc iron we demonstrate that the reactions can produce a number of specific, stable microstructural fea-
tures, with different properties compared to the reactants. Namely, the reactions between the most com-
mon glissile clusters of h111i crowdions can result in coarsening or formation of immobile self interstitial
complexes. The coarsening leads to a decrease of the total dislocation line length and therefore is favour-
able. The structure and stability of the junction formed in the reactions has been studied using many-
body potentials and density functional theory (DFT) techniques. No evidence of the formation of a
h100i loop from two glissile h111i clusters was found among the studied reactions. The immobile self
interstitial complexes that form as a result of these reaction have, however, high binding energies, of
the order of tens of eV, implying that a relatively long life time should be assigned to the resulting con-
figurations and therefore that such objects are expected to contribute to the evolution of the microstruc-
ture under irradiation.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Transition bcc metals and their alloys are the basis for structural
materials used in present-day commercial power plants, as well as
for current candidates to be exploited in future nuclear power
plants [1]. During operation these materials will be subjected to
high flux irradiation by fast neutrons, with subsequent formation
of vacancies, self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) and their clusters. These
clusters can be created either by reactions between individual SIAs
or directly in high-energy displacement cascades [2,3]. While va-
cancy clusters are known to exhibit low mobility, SIA clusters of
even considerable sizes can still migrate by fast one-dimensional
glide [2,3]. Being highly mobile, these clusters take part in numer-
ous reactions between themselves and with other microstructural
features, such as dislocations, grain boundaries, precipitates and
impurities. These radiation induced changes in the microstructure
result in a significant degradation of the mechanical and physical
properties of the materials. This has been the subject of intense
studies, aimed at developing predictive models for the description
ll rights reserved.
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of radiation effects [3]. To date, these models do not include, how-
ever, any reliable information about the specific interactions
between SIA clusters. It is therefore important to obtain some
systematic knowledge about SIA cluster interactions, as essential
input for such models. This information cannot be directly ob-
tained either from experiment, or from e.g. elasticity theory, due
to the very small space and time scales (a few nanometres and
picoseconds to nanoseconds) that are involved.

One of the most promising techniques to study nanoscale pro-
cesses is believed to be atomistic modelling using computer simula-
tion, in conjunction with modern developments of solid-state
physics in the description of interatomic interactions [4]. SIA cluster
properties have therefore been studied intensively by mainly molec-
ular dynamics (MD) over the last decade and valuable information
has already been obtained, including the results on some specific
clusters–cluster reactions in pure Fe [5,6]. In particular, it has been
shown that the coalescence of two glissile ½h111i SIA clusters leads
to the formation of an immobile complex whose stability is expected
to be rather high and whose junction is of h100i character [5]. Based
on this observation, a mechanism of nucleation of h100i loops in fer-
ritic materials has been proposed, by suggesting that the merged
glissile ½h111i loops will gradually transform into a single entity
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Fig. 1. Geometry of cluster–cluster interaction for (a) acute and (b) obtuse angles
between their Burgers vectors.
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with b = h100i within a given time, beyond the MD timeframe [6].
The reactions between SIA clusters in the mentioned work were,
however, studied only qualitatively and the available quantitative
information on cluster–cluster interactions is currently not detailed
enough to be extended to general cases when a number of parame-
ters are involved. In this paper we present the results of a fairly sys-
tematic MD study of the mutual interaction between SIA clusters in a
bcc Fe lattice. Comparative calculations have been carried out using
two recent interatomic potentials (Ackland et al. [7] and Dudarev
and Derlet [8]) known to be significantly improved in comparison
with previously existing ones, especially regarding the description
of self-interstitial defects. Additionally, density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were performed to estimate the stability of the
elementary defect which was found in the structure of the junction
formed by the merging of the two reacting SIA clusters. The main
goal of this work is the characterization of mechanisms and energies
involved in the mutual interaction between SIA clusters as functions
of their sizes and interaction geometry. Structures, stability and
mobility of the products of different reactions between SIA clusters
are the subject of the present study as well. It must be noted that the
interatomic potential (IAP) derived by Dudarev and Derlet was espe-
cially fitted to allow explicitly for the effect of magnetism in bcc Fe.
The obtained results are expected to be used further in the parame-
terization of microstructure evolution models such as object kinetic
Monte-Carlo techniques.
2. Computational method

MD simulations of SIA clusters in bcc Fe crystals were employed
using the most advanced IAPs developed for bcc iron to date [7,8],
which qualitatively and quantitatively describe much better the
properties of the single SIA and of small SIA clusters compared to
ab initio predictions [9]. Both are standard many-body embedded
atom method type potentials, but the IAP derived by Ackland
et al. (henceforth potential A) has a cut-off interaction radius of
5.3 Å, while the cut-off of the IAP of Dudarev and Derlet [8] (hence-
forth potential D) is shorter by about 1.5 Å. A comparative study of
the structure and interactions between dislocation loops and
point-defects using the same IAPs has been recently reported else-
where [10]. The used MD crystals contained up to 106 mobile
atoms and standard 3D periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were
applied. The reaction between pairs of SIA clusters consisting of
h111i crowdions were simulated both at zero and finite tempera-
ture. These clusters can be described as small dislocation loops
with Burgers vector b = ½h111i [2]. Two clusters with intersecting
glide prisms were first created and then either the MD crystal was
relaxed to the minimum potential energy applying a quench proce-
dure for static calculations or the crystal was equilibrated at the
temperature of interest for dynamic simulations. In the case of
simulations at finite temperature, after equilibration the system
was allowed to evolve as an NVE micro-canonical ensemble (N is
the number of particles, V is the volume and E is the total energy
of the system, parameters that remain constant in this ensemble
during the simulation). The lattice constant was varied depending
on the temperature, by making sure that the average pressure in
the system equals zero. The temperature was varied from 0 to
600 K, when the intention was to study the final reaction product,
and to higher temperatures (up to 1200 K) to study possible ther-
mally activated transformations of the obtained reaction products.
The interaction energy as a function of distance between clusters
and reaction products was also extracted from this study. As in
previous work [5], we have considered two possible geometries
of intersecting cluster’s glide prisms characterized by acute (71�)
or obtuse (109�) angles between the cluster Burgers vectors, as
shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. Geometries corresponding
to parallel Burgers vectors were not considered because, when the
two glide prisms overlap in this case, the interaction is known to be
purely repulsive [5]. We have studied clusters of regular hexagonal
shape containing from 7 to 91-SIAs over a temperature range from
0 to 900 K within a simulation time of about 10 ns. Since ½h111i
loops have a long elastic strain field, extended along their Burgers
vector direction, the simulation crystal was chosen to be a parallel-
epiped, in order to prevent the interaction of SIA clusters with their
images via PBC. The orientation of the SIA clusters (i.e. the orienta-
tion of the crowdions forming the cluster) was defined via visual-
ization of the defects present in the crystal. The determination of
the space positions of the SIAs and of the orientation of each par-
ticular SIA (which can be h100i, h110i or h111i) was performed
using the Wigner–Seitz cell method. The binding energy, Eb, be-
tween two interacting clusters was estimated by calculating the
total energy of the system after a complete relaxation of the atoms
at 0 K, using the following expression:

Eb ¼ ðEN0
coh þ EN1

f þ EN2
f Þ � EN

cur; ð1Þ

where EN
cur is the energy of a crystal consisting of N atoms and contain-

ing the two interacting clusters, EN1
f is the formation energy of cluster

#1 containing N1 interstitials, EN2
f is the formation energy of cluster

#2 containing N2 interstitials, EN0
coh is the cohesive energy of the per-

fect crystal (i.e. free of defects) containing N0 atoms. (Clearly, the con-
dition of conservation of the number of atoms, N = N0 + N1 + N2, must
be fulfilled.) The formation energies of SIA clusters were estimated
separately, using a standard procedure (e.g. [5]). In the case of finite
temperature simulations, information on the position of the defects
in the crystal as a function of simulation time has been extracted.
In order to follow the cluster–cluster interaction process, visualiza-
tion tools were employed and a subroutine of defect identification
was called after each 10 fs to provide as precise a picture as possible.
After the reaction was finished, the MD crystal was quenched to zero
temperature so that the atomic structure of the reaction product
could be studied in detail. To characterize the stability of the final
products, additional MD simulations imitating thermal annealing
were performed at different temperatures in smaller boxes, typically
containing about half a million atoms, while the typical time involved
in these simulations was about 10–20 ns.

3. Results

As was found earlier [5,6], the result of a cluster–cluster reac-
tion depends on the intersecting geometry, the sizes of reacting
clusters and the temperature. In general, the interaction between
two clusters leads either to the formation of a stable, immobile
complex consisting of SIAs oriented in different directions, or to
the coalescence of the two SIA clusters, with the formation of a
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big glissile cluster consisting of h111i crowdions. The latter occurs
if one of the reacting clusters is significantly smaller than the other,
as in this case the smaller cluster is absorbed by the bigger one. If
the SIA clusters have comparable sizes, on the other hand, the for-
mation of a stable, immobile SIA cluster occurs, whose life time de-
pends on the sizes of the reacting clusters as well as on the
temperature. The particular configuration (i.e. shape and structure)
and the binding energy of this immobile complex depend on the
angle (u) between the two Burgers vectors of the reacting clusters,
but in general the formed sessile configurations were observed to
be stable for a substantial period of time (as much as is allowed
by MD, i.e. tens of nano seconds) at relatively high temperatures
(up to �1000 K). Both applied IAPs were found to provide qualita-
tively similar results for reactions occurring under acute angle
(AA). Discrepancies, however, exist for results obtained for the
interaction under obtuse angle (OA). In addition, the applied IAPs
predict different binding energies for the found immobile com-
plexes. In what follows we give a detailed description and exam-
ples of each reaction observed, together with an evaluation of the
stability of the products and a characterization of their structures.
A quantitative comparison between results obtained using the two
different IAPs and a discussion on the reliability of the obtained re-
sults and their possible implications concerning the microstructure
evolution will be given in Section 4.

3.1. Interaction under acute angle, AA (u � 70�)

Two different reactions were observed for this geometry: one in
which the coalescence of the two clusters leads to the absorption of
the smaller cluster by the bigger one and another one leading to
the formation of a sessile cluster. In the former case, the smaller
cluster changes the orientation of its crowdions to that of the big-
ger cluster, which is equivalent to flipping its Burgers vector. The
result of the reaction is therefore a grown cluster with Burgers vec-
tor equal to that of the larger reacting cluster. Such reactions were
Fig. 2. Reaction between two 7-SIA clusters under acute angle between cluster’s
Burgers vectors. The product is a thermally unstable sphere-like cluster.
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observed for the following pairs of SIA clusters: 7–61, 7–91 and
19–91. If both reacting clusters are small and comparable in size,
the resulting product is a three-dimensional, sphere-like, immobile
SIA cluster consisting of h110i dumbbells having different orienta-
tions. An example of this reaction between two 7-SIA clusters is
shown in Fig. 2. Reactions of this type were observed for the fol-
lowing pairs of SIA clusters: 5–5, 7–7 and 10–10 SIAs. The reaction
between two 7-SIA clusters has been studied in detail at different
temperatures and the formed sessile cluster was found to turn into
a perfect glissile cluster at temperatures above 500 K within 10 ns.
The final direction of the crowdions can be any of the possible
h111i directions and is not related to the direction of either initial
cluster. It is interesting to note that some of the interstitials pres-
ent in the complex shown in Fig. 2 form the non parallel configu-
ration (NPC) of di-SIA shown in Fig. 3(a) and reported earlier
[11]. In this configuration, three atoms share one atomic site and
lie in a {111} plane, at variance with the ‘canonical’ configurations
shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), where the dumbbells or crowdions are
parallel. These NPC of SIA clusters in Fe are studied in detail in [12].

When the glide prisms of larger SIA clusters intersect, during
simultaneous motion of the clusters towards each other, their ha-
bit planes (HP) rotate from {111} to {110}, while the initial orien-
tations of the crowdions in the clusters are preserved. When they
finally approach and join with one another, they lie in the same
{110} HP and create a junction line in a h110i direction. Snapshots
extracted from MD simulations of the interaction of two 91-SIA
clusters are presented in Fig. 4. The formed junction consists of
the above-mentioned NPC of di-SIAs; this time, however, the three
atoms sharing one lattice site lie in a {110} plane instead of a
{111} plane. The cross-section of the formed complex after the
reaction between two 91-SIA clusters (see Fig. 4) is shown in
Fig. 5(a). It can be seen that two parts of the complex (cluster A
and cluster B) contain crowdions with different orientations, while
the junction consists of di-SIAs in NPC. This type of reaction was
observed for reacting clusters containing more than 19 SIAs and
the product of such a reaction will be referred to later on as a ses-
sile-parallel configuration, because it cannot glide and the HPs of
two merged clusters are parallel to each other. This sessile-parallel
complex is fairly stable, since no structural transformations were
observed during annealing at 900 K over 10 ns. At higher temper-
atures (above 1000 K), however, it does transform into a perfect
glissile h111i cluster within a few nanoseconds. The transforma-
tion occurs via partial propagation of the junction in one of the
two parts of the sessile complex and by subsequent reorientation
of the crowdions in this part. Then the junction consisting of NPC
di-SIAs is transformed into a platelet of single h111i crowdions
by emitting self interstitials, which merge very quickly at the edge
of the SIA cluster within the next 10 ns.

It should be noted that static calculations revealed that all the
reactions occurring under the AA proceed spontaneously without
any energy barrier. The dynamic calculations confirmed this, as
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ion of di-SIA clusters.



Fig. 4. The reaction between two 91-SIA clusters under acute angle.
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Fig. 5. The cross-section in the (110) plane of the formed sessile clusters after the reactions between two 91-SIA clusters under acute (a) and obtuse (b) angles. Interstitial
atoms are light-green circles and lattice sites are dark-red circles. Black arrows show the direction of the crowdions in the parts of the clusters A and B, the dashed circle
displays the junction, which is aligned along the [110] direction. The energy landscape for the studied reactions, including subsequent transformation into glissile cluster, is
schematically shown in (c). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the two reacting SIA clusters were always observed to move to-
wards each other simultaneously, without time delay and indepen-
dently of their sizes or of temperature, in all studied cases.

3.2. Interaction under obtuse angle, OA (u � 109�)

As in the case of AA reactions, the interaction between small SIA
clusters leads to the formation of 3D-sessile complexes, like the
one shown in Fig. 2(b). If there is a significant difference between
the sizes of the interacting clusters, the absorption of the smaller
Fig. 6. The reaction between two 91-
cluster occurs, but in this case the motion of the clusters towards
the intersection point is not simultaneous, like in the case of the
reaction under AA. First, the smaller cluster moves to the edge of
the glide prism of the bigger cluster and only then does the bigger
cluster move towards the smaller one. Thereafter, coalescence with
the formation of one big glissile cluster occurs.

For large SIA clusters of comparable sizes a different reaction
was observed. At the beginning of the reaction, one of the clusters
(A) moves towards the edge of the glide prism of the other one (B)
and after that cluster approaches A. Prior to coalescence, the HP of
SIA clusters under obtuse angle.



Table 1
Binding energies of sessile complexes formed in acute and obtuse angle reactions,
estimated using static calculations with the two interatomic potentials

Reaction Potential D Potential A

Product EB (eV) Product EB (eV)

Results for acute angle reactions
7 + 7 3D-sessile 3.85 3D-sessile 4.46
19 + 19 Sessile-parallel 5.74 Sessile-parallel 6.12
19 + 37 Sessile-parallel 6.28 Sessile-parallel 8.80
37 + 37 Sessile-parallel 10.38 Sessile-parallel 9.81
7 + 91 Glissile 7.4 Glissile 8.26
61 + 61 Sessile-parallel 10.65 Sessile-parallel 14.6
37 + 91 Sessile-parallel 9.69 Sessile-parallel 12.08
61 + 91 Sessile-parallel 12.18 Sessile-parallel 15.68
91 + 91 Sessile-parallel 13.89 Sessile-parallel 17.57

Results for obtuse angle reactions
7 + 7 3D-sessile 3.85 3D-sessile 4.46
19 + 19 Sessile-parallel 5.74 Sessile-perpendicular 6.68
19 + 37 Sessile-perpendicular 6.2 Sessile-perpendicular 8.68
37 + 37 Sessile-perpendicular 8.83 Sessile-perpendicular 10.36
61 + 61 Sessile-perpendicular 9.25 Sessile-perpendicular 13.84
37 + 91 Sessile-parallel 9.69 Sessile-perpendicular 11.01
61 + 91 Sessile-parallel 12.18 Sessile-perpendicular 14.87
91 + 91 Sessile-perpendicular 11.91 Sessile-perpendicular 16.46
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length, estimated by static calculations using both potentials A and D.
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the moving cluster B rotates from the initial {111} to a {110}
plane. After this, the cluster A moves through the glide prism of
the cluster B and the HP of cluster A rotates from the initial
{111} to a {100} plane, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Then coalescence
leading to the formation of the configuration of two crossing SIA
clusters occurs, as shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c). The product of this
reaction contains three different parts and each part is a nearly pla-
nar object, as can be seen from Fig. 6(c). The cross-section of the
complex given in Fig. 6(c) is presented in Fig. 5(b), where all three
different parts are clearly seen. One part, (cluster A), lies in this
case in the (001) plane and contains crowdions oriented along
the [111] direction; the second one, (cluster B), lies in the (1 �10)
plane and contains crowdions oriented along the [11 �1] direction;
the third part consists of the junction line and a tail from cluster
A and is formed by di-SIA in the NPC. Note that this third part
can be also represented as a double layer of dumbbells oriented
along the [100] direction, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Hereafter, the
product of this reaction will be referred to as a sessile-perpendicular
configuration, since the HPs of the reacting clusters are perpendic-
ular to each other. The annealing of this sessile-perpendicular
configuration has revealed that the complex turns first into a
sessile-parallel configuration (see Fig. 4(b)) by the bowing of the
segment lying on the {100} plane and subsequently rotating the
HP into the {110} plane. Such a transformation occurs above
1000 K within 10 ns. Thereafter, the sessile complex transforms
into the glissile SIA cluster in the manner already described in Sec-
tion 3.2.

3.3. Stability of the reaction products

From the results presented above it follows that the sessile SIA
complexes produced in the cluster–cluster reactions, though
highly stable, finally transform into glissile h111i SIA clusters. This
implies that the reaction products are metastable configurations,
while the most stable state remains a platelet of h111i crowdions.
No thermally activated transformation into a plain cluster contain-
ing h100i interstitials has been observed, in contrast to what has
been suggested in [6] as possible outcome for similar reactions.

A measure of the stability of the sessile reaction products is
their binding energy, ES

B, defined as ES
B ¼ E0 � E1, which can be esti-

mated using static calculations at 0 K. Here, E0 is the energy of the
system containing the two non-interacting reactants, while E1 is
the energy of the system when the reaction is finished i.e. when
the sessile complex is formed. The results are presented in Table
1, from which it is clearly seen that all of the observed reactions
between SIA clusters lower the energy of the system. It is interest-
ing to note that the binding energies of the sessile complexes
mainly depend on the sizes of interacting clusters, but not on the
intersecting geometry. In fact it was found that the binding energy
corresponding to the sessile state does not grow linearly with
increasing sizes of the reacting clusters and that it depends directly
on the length of the junction line, as shown in Fig. 7, suggesting
that the formation of the junction is the main reason for the bind-
ing of the two clusters and that the stability of the junction largely
determines the stability of the complex. Indeed, the formation of
the junction leads to a decrease of the total length of dislocation
lines in the system (dislocation density), since four out of twelve
dislocation segments (each SIA cluster has six edge dislocation
(a/2h111i) segments) are transformed into a junction line. The
longer the junction, the larger the decrease of dislocation density.
This observation can be used to explain why the formation of the
sessile complexes was not observed in the reactions between SIA
clusters with considerable differences in size, for at least two pos-
sible reasons. Firstly, in the reaction between small and large SIA
clusters the length of the junction is too short to provide substan-
tial binding and this is why the smaller cluster would be absorbed
almost immediately by the larger one. Secondly, the energy re-
quired to flip the crowdions in small clusters (of size about 7-SIAs)
is sufficiently low, so that the corresponding rotation may occur in
the vicinity of another large SIA cluster.

The formation energies of two separate clusters (E0), of the ses-
sile complexes formed in the AA reaction (E1) and of the SIA clus-
ters after transformation to a glissile configuration (E2) are
displayed in Fig. 8 versus the total number of self interstitials pres-
ent in the system. It is clear that the formed sessile clusters are
metastable states, while the most stable configuration is always a
glissile h111i cluster. The energetics of the reactions between pairs
of SIA clusters is schematically represented in Fig. 5(c). While ini-
tially the pair of non-interacting SIA clusters has formation energy
E0, the spontaneous (i.e. without energy barrier) formation of ses-
sile complexes lowers the total energy of the system by a value of
E0 � E1 (binding energy), which we have seen depends on the
length of the junction. For the transformation of the metastable
sessile complex into a glissile cluster, with formation energy E2,
an energy barrier, EG!S

M , needs to be overcome, as shown in
Fig. 5(c). The stability, and therefore the life time, of the sessile
complexes will depend on the difference between the binding
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energies corresponding to the glissile state, EG
B ¼ E0 � E2, and the

metastable sessile state ES
B. The smaller the difference (EG

B � ES
B),

the more stable is the sessile configuration. So far, however, noth-
ing can be said about the quantity of the energy barrier, EG!S

M for
the transformation from the sessile into the glissile configuration,
which decides the kinetics of the process.

In order to estimate this barrier, additional simulations of high
temperature annealing were performed at different temperatures
using potential A in the specific case of the parallel sessile com-
plexes formed in the reaction between two 37-SIAs clusters. The
time it takes for the sessile configurations to be transformed into
the glissile ones versus temperature is given in Fig. 9. The corre-
sponding activation energies and logarithms of the prefactors were
deduced by regression to be 1.5 ± 0.21 eV/1.65 ± 0.17 eV and
�16.37/�17.48 for acute and obtuse angle reactions, respectively.
From these numbers a rough estimate of the time required for
the same transformation of the same sessile clusters to occur at
600 K, supposing that the effect of entropy at high temperature is
small, can be extrapolated to be between 1.2 and 5.7 ms. Intersti-
tial-type complexes that remain immobile for times of this order
of magnitude are thus expected to have a significant influence on
the microstructure evolution, because instead of migrating rapidly
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Fig. 9. Time required for sessile clusters formed in the reaction between two 37-
SIAs clusters under different geometries to transform into a glissile ½h111i cluster
(MD simulations performed using potential A).
to sinks, as glissile clusters would do, they can act during their life
time as effective sinks for point-defects and mobile point-defect
clusters.

3.4. Comparison between the two potentials and with DFT calculations

Table 1 shows that some qualitative and quantitative discrepan-
cies between the results obtained with the two used IAPs exist.
First of all, not all of the considered OA reactions with potential
D lead to the formation of the sessile-perpendicular configuration.
While the results obtained with potential A are highly systematic,
i.e. the AA reaction leads invariably to the formation of the sessile-
parallel complex and the sessile-perpendicular complex is always
formed in the OA reaction (if the reacting clusters contain more
than 19 SIA), this is not the case for potential D. Secondly, while
the results obtained with both IAPs suggest that the sessile-parallel
configuration is more stable than the sessile-perpendicular one,
the binding energies of the sessile-parallel configurations with a
junction line of the same length are slightly higher with potential
A than with potential D (see Fig. 9). It therefore seems that the
two IAPs predict different junction line formation energies.

Attempts at studying the junction line as an isolated defect
failed because, without the presence of the remainder of the inter-
acting clusters, the junction is unstable. However, it has already
been noticed that the elementary unit of the junction line is the
di-SIA in the NPC presented in Fig. 3(a), slightly rotated to lie in
a {110} plane. The formation energy and binding energy of this
configuration was therefore used to assess the different junction
stability predicted by the two IAPs and to compare this result with
DFT calculations. These were carried out using VASP [13], a plane-
wave code that implements the projector augmented wave (PAW)
method [14,15]. Standard PAW potentials supplied with VASP were
used, with exchange and correlation described by the Perdew–
Wang parameterisation in the generalised gradient approximation
[16]. An Fe potential with 8 valence electrons was used. The plane-
wave energy cut-off was set to 300 eV, which was found to be suf-
ficient for convergence of energy. The Brillouin zone sampling was
done in meshes of 3 � 3 � 3 k-points, using the Monkhorst–Pack
scheme. The single SIA and di-SIA clusters in different configura-
tions were relaxed in 5 � 5 � 5 bcc unit supercells (250 atoms).
During ionic relaxation, the supercells were held at constant vol-
ume corresponding to the pure Fe equilibrium lattice parameter.
The same conditions, i.e. constant volume calculations in a box of
250 atoms, were applied for the estimation of the formation ener-
gies of single and di-SIAs using the two IAPs. The results of this
comparative study are given in Table 2. The formation energy of
the di-SIA in the NPC is 0.06 eV lower for potential A and 0.1 eV
lower for potential D than the formation energy of the h111i con-
figuration. This is consistent with the fact that the former provides
a somewhat more stable junction than the latter, although there
are other factors determining the stability of the junction and
therefore the binding energy between SIA clusters in a sessile con-
figuration, expected in the final cluster product. It is however cer-
tainly noteworthy that according to DFT the NPC of the di-SIA
corresponds to the ground state of the di-SIA (see also [12]). The
possible consequences of this fact in terms of stability of the junc-
tions of the sessile reaction products are discussed in the next
section.

Aside from the estimate given in Fig. 9, the time required for the
sessile configurations to transform into glissile ones was not sys-
tematically studied in the present work. However, the observed
qualitative differences between the two potentials are in line with
the observed lower stability of the junction according to D as com-
pared to A. The annealing of the reaction products between 37–37,
61–61 and 91–91 pairs of SIA clusters, performed using potential A,
has shown that the sessile-perpendicular complexes transform



Table 2
Formation energy of single and di-SIAs in different configurations, estimated by
relaxation to zero temperature

di-SIA h110i
Fig. 2(a)

di-SIA h110i
Fig. 2(b)

di-SIA h111i
Fig. 2(c)

Single
SIA h110i

Potential A 6.61 (0.49) 6.31 (0.79) 6.67 (0.43) 3.55
Potential D 6.80 (0.5) 6.37 (0.93) 6.90 (0.4) 3.65
DFT (VASP) 7.04 (0.82) 7.15 (0.81) Not calculated 3.93

All calculations were performed at constant volume in a box containing 250 atoms.
The binding energy of each configuration is given next to the formation energy in
parenthesis. All values are given in eV.
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into sessile-parallel and then immediately after to glissile configu-
rations within 10 ns at temperatures above 1000 K. Conversely, if
potential D was employed, the transformation from the perpendic-
ular to the parallel configuration was observed at about 400–500 K,
within the same timeframe (i.e. 10 ns), while the final transforma-
tion to the glissile state occurred at about 800–900 K. Thus, the two
IAPs provide not only different stability for the sessile configura-
tions, but also different energy barriers for the sessile-to-glissile
transformation, potential A giving higher values. In addition, po-
tential D seems to penalise the stability of the sessile-perpendicu-
lar configuration versus the sessile-parallel one, and this explains
while not all OA reactions led to the formation of the former.

It should be also added that the range of interaction between
SIA clusters is relatively long and predicted to be approximately
the same by both applied IAPs. While the interaction range does
not depend on the geometry of the interaction, it strongly depends
on the sizes of the reacting clusters. For example, in the case of a
reaction between two 91-SIA and two 7-SIAs clusters, a visible mo-
tion of the clusters towards the point of coalescence starts when
the distance between them and the crossing point is less than
12 nm and 7 nm, respectively.

4. Discussion

As mentioned in the introduction, AA reactions have been qual-
itatively studied before and results were reported in [5,6], whereas
the OA reactions have, to the authors best knowledge, never been
studied before. It should be also noted that the formation of small
3D-sessile clusters consisting of perpendicular di-SIAs in the reac-
tions between pairs of SIA clusters was never reported. The occur-
rence of the OA reactions and in general the differences with
respect to earlier work found in the present one might be due to
the properties of the new IAPs [7,8], which are significantly im-
proved as compared to previous ones for bcc Fe [17,18].

Although the formation a h100i segment was indeed observed
at the junction of the reaction product between two large enough
clusters, in agreement with previous studies performed with
earlier potentials [5,6], in the present work no formation of SIA
clusters made of h100i dumbbells was detected as a result of a
two-cluster reaction. Thus, the mechanism of formation of a
h100i loop proposed earlier in [6] is here questioned, since the
junction propagation and subsequent transformation of the sessile
complex into a perfect h100i cluster was not observed to occur in
the cases here analysed, not even at high temperature. Instead, as
has been described in Section 3.3, all observed sessile complexes
transformed into glissile clusters during thermal annealing. It is
noteworthy that recent in situ TEM studies in pure Fe gave direct
evidence of coalescence between small ½h111i SIA dislocation
loops, mediated by the temporary formation of a convoluted SIA
cluster, before gradual transformation into a larger, perfect
½h111i dislocation loop [19], in qualitative agreement with the
present simulation results, while no formation of h100i loops as
the final result of such a coalescence was found. Thus, while the
mechanism of formation of h100i loops by h100i junction propa-
gation proposed in [6] remains hypothetically possible, it is not
corroborated by either simulation or experimental evidence, and
the identification of the actual mechanism of h100i loop formation
remains an outstanding issue. On the other hand, the long-range
interaction between loops, when the motion of one cluster influ-
ences the motion of another one, with subsequent coalescence,
as observed here, has been experimentally detected. These qualita-
tive agreements should, however, be taken with caution, as the
times involved in the TEM observations are substantially longer
than the timeframe of MD simulations. TEM images of convoluted
interstitial objects formed under irradiation in pure Fe have been
reported also in another, earlier experimental study [20]. The
interstitial clusters therein photographed remind of the sessile-
perpendicular configuration shown in Fig. 6(b), even the plane ori-
entations of the experimentally observed objects were just the
same as in the sessile-perpendicular complexes found here. How-
ever, the size of the photographed objects is not comparable with
the size of the objects simulated here.

Although the IAPs used here provide a much better description
of SIA defects as compared to previous ones, some of the results
presented here raise important questions related to their actual
accuracy and reliability. Table 2 shows that the formation energies
of the di-SIAs in different configurations, calculated using DFT and
IAPs in exactly the same conditions, are not only quantitatively, but
also, and more importantly, qualitatively different. According to
the DFT results the NPC of the di-SIA is the most stable configura-
tion; this fact is not reflected by the used IAPs and, most likely, it is
not reflected by any of the currently existing (at least published)
IAPs for pure Fe, since the presently used ones are known to be
among the best fitted to the data on point-defects extracted from
DFT. We have shown that the NPC of the di-SIA may play the role
of stabilizer of the found sessile cluster reaction products, on the
one hand, and is the building block for the formation of h100i seg-
ments, on the other. Consequently, a quantitatively reliable study
of the stability of the observed sessile configurations and the eval-
uation of the energy barriers involved in the sessile-to-glissile
transformations would require an as-correct-as-possible descrip-
tion of the NPC of the di-SIA, which neither IAP provides. For the
moment it can therefore only be concluded that the stability of
the observed small 3D-sessile clusters and large sessile configura-
tions, as described by the IAP, is likely to be underestimated, com-
pared to a hypothetical, currently unfeasible, DFT study. That is,
the transformation time at 600 K roughly estimated to be on the
order of ms at the end of Section 3.3, based on IAP results, may
in reality be much longer. This, however, only underscores the
importance of accounting for the existence of these immobile con-
figurations in microstructure evolution models, since immobile ob-
jects having at least a life time of ms are expected to contribute
significantly to the bulk microstructure development.

In addition, the obtained results suggest that a double layer of
h100i dumbbell can be formed as a platelet of perpendicular di-
SIAs. Since the DFT results suggest that this NPC of the di-SIA is
the most stable one, further investigations on the mechanisms of
growth of SIA clusters are probably needed. Maybe, after all, the
junction propagation mechanism proposed in [6] could eventually
turn out to be a more solid possibility than the present results
seem to suggest.

Although it should be verified, it is likely that the general impli-
cations of the results presented here can be extended to other bcc
alloys, where the formation of glissile dislocation loops occurs un-
der irradiation and reactions involving their mutual interactions
may lead to a decrease in the total dislocation line length, leading
to the formation of sessile complexes. If so, the presence of intersti-
tial loop complexes having totally different migration properties
compared to fast glissile ones may be an important aspect
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influencing the evolution and accumulation of radiation damage in
bcc materials. Therefore, the possibility of the formation of sessile
SIA complexes should not be disregarded in any model developed
for the assessment and description of the irradiation-induced
microstructure of bcc metals and alloys with a similar behaviour
of glissile interstitial loops.

5. Conclusions

A few conclusions can be drawn relying on the results obtained
in this work:

1. Glissile SIA clusters exhibit long-range, attractive interaction
which leads to their coalescence (unless the Burgers vectors
of the SIA clusters are parallel when the glide prisms overlap).

2. The result of the coalescence between pairs of glissile SIA clus-
ters depends on the interaction geometry, sizes of the reacting
clusters relative to each other and temperature, and it can lead
to either the formation of a sessile complex or the direct trans-
formation into a bigger glissile cluster. Small clusters coalesce
by forming thermally unstable, sphere-like clusters.

3. The characteristic feature of all observed sessile complexes is the
presence of a junction line consisting of di-SIAs in a non-parallel
configuration. The same configuration is observed also in the
thermally unstable, sphere-like clusters formed by the coales-
cence of small clusters. The binding energy attributed to the ses-
sile SIA complex is proportional to the length of the junction line
and therefore proportional to the number of di-SIAs formed, thus
the stability of this di-SIA configuration is expected to dictate the
stability of the junction and of the whole complex.

4. All of the observed sessile complexes were seen to transform into
glissile h111i clusters during annealing at high enough tempera-
ture. The time involved in the transformation seems to depends
on the sizes of the reacting clusters relative to each other, as well
as on the stability of the junction, at a given temperature. The
transformation time was found to decrease exponentially by
increasing the temperature, suggesting the occurrence of a ther-
mally activated process with a characteristic activation energy.

5. The two IAPs used here in many cases provide qualitatively
similar results. The potential D, which adopts a formalism that
explicitly allows for magnetism, predicts however lower stabil-
ity for the observed sessile complexes, as compared to the
potential A. Neither potential provides high enough stability
for the non-parallel di-SIA configuration, as compared to DFT
calculations.

6. The possibility of formation of sessile SIA complexes should be
included in microstructure evolution models for bcc metals and
alloys with a similar behaviour of glissile interstitial loops.
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